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Imagining Transcendence:
The Poetry of David Malouf

Ivor Indyk suggests that An Imaginary Life needs to be regarded as one of the
most theoretical works of Australian fiction, at the same time that it is
considered one of its most poetic (26). Indyk's observation recognises a

significant impulse in Malouf s writing, and can be applied to the whole body of
Malouf s work. The comment also contributes to a discussion that is alternately
implied and overt throughout Malouf criticism: the fluidity of his thought across
form and genre. If, as in An Imaginary Life, Malouf s 'theory' is what traces the
limits of our experience - of the possible, of language - then it is ultimately
venturing on the territory of poetry. Thematically, Maloufs writing is
overwhelmingly concerned with the ways in which transcendence - understood
as a vertical movement towards a god or ideal of goodness offering light and
truth to, but necessarily existing beyond, the human - is grounded in the body,
the present and the world. Many aspects of Malouf s writing are testimony to the
shifting and widening scope of the term. As Peperzac, discussing the work of
Levinas, has said:

Transcendence is no longer the ascent to a heaven of the ideal or the sublime but
the humble endurance of everyday life, touched, affected, burdened, wounded,
obsessed and exhausted. A human subject is an inspired body. It is moved by
breath that comes from an immemorial past. As respiration between this inspiration
and the expiration of tiredness, old age, and death, a human life is breathing for
others... (191)

I want to consider how Malouf (re)figures the notion of transcendence, by
looking closely at how this concept is approached in his poetry.

Critics have noticed that Maloufs fiction, as Peter Pierce says, 'focuses on
moments out of time, on epiphanies in the lives of individuals' (183). In these
moments the narrative changes mode: the passages approach poetry as they
approach the transcendental (Taylor, 'Bread' 723). The close of Remembering
Babylon is generally acknowledged as a movement towards transcendence; in
An Imaginary Life, Ovid's theory of transformation reaches a similar
culmination. The novel offers, in the image of Ovid's self as a pool of water,
lapped and 'broken', a perspective on the self s dissolution that according to
Indyk is at once sexual and transcendental (15). Andrew Taylor, focusing largely
on The Conversations at Curlow Creek, has traced the potentially transcendental
relationship between body and landscape throughout Maloufs fiction ('Bread of
Time to Come'). When clustered like this, however, it seems obvious that
'transcendence' is not a very comfortable term.

If, as Maurice Blanchot suggests, 'we no longer know how to grasp such
words, overcharged as they are with traditional meaning' (48), it is not
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surprising that for Malouf the concept of transcendence is more often
characterised in terms of a reception, not a 'grasping'. And, suggestively, it is
often communicated through his fascination with music, a subject that recurs,
with increasing insistence, throughout his work. In Malouf s engagement with
opera, his four libretti, and the consciously 'musical' nature of the last poems of
First Things Last, it appears that music represents both a transcendental order,
and the possibility of communication. It is 'the language of another order of
beings' he explained to me, yet is continually characterised as a language that -
while eluding direct comprehension - our bodies are involved with." This
emphasis on the physical converges with an insistence on the importance of the
present in his critical view of religion: 'we have to discover the sacred in our
being human - or we're lost' (Tipping 44). While speaking directly about the
idea of transcendence in a writer who is, as he says, 'anti-Christian' and 'anti-
platonic' (Perkins and Jurgensen 69) is to venture on difficult territory, it is
precisely the sense of division inherent within these concepts that his
representations of transcendence are directed at overcoming.

Levinas, best known for his reintroduction of ethics into the Continental
philosophical tradition and his commitment to the concept of the other, devoted
much time to the relationship between subjectivity and transcendence. 'I am
defined as a subjectivity, as a singular person, as an "I",' he explains, 'precisely
because I am exposed to the other' (27). Many moments in Malouf s work
question the implications of this exposure: Andrew Taylor has argued in two
articles that Malouf does not simply write about difference and othemess, he
challenges the meaning of these concepts ('Origin' 5, 'Bread' 718-19). It is the
ways in which Malouf characterises this engagement with the other, and
questions subjectivity, which suggest that he conceives of the self as existing in
a condition of transcendence. Malouf s exploration of the distance between the
self and the other is complicated by a sense of paradox that plays throughout his
work: a negotiation of wholeness, which is figured positively; and the more
negative idea of fusion, the celebrated status of the creative individual, as
opposed to one who is displaced from the community. This contradiction is a
problem addressed by Levinas, who, as Blancbot explains, was the first to look
closely at the 'strange structure' of 'transcendence within immanence' (48). In
Malouf s writing, I believe it is this basic paradox that motivates his quest for a
'balance between change and continuity' (Tipping 44). This paradox is often
embodied as circle and cycle, a shape that Malouf invokes in various ways,
perhaps intuitively, to represent transcendence. His use of the circle seeks to
negotiate and subvert the way in which its closed structure suggests the
boundary of the immanent, not to mention the hermeneutical circuit. As both

An acute awareness of the body lives in all of Malouf s writing: Nicholas Mansfield's 'Body
Talk: The Prose of David MalouP, Leigh Dale and Helen Gilbert's 'Topographies of the Body
in the Writing of David Malouf, and Andrew Taylor's 'Origin, Identity and the Body in David
Maluf s Fiction', 'The Bread of Time to Come: Body and Landscape in David Malouf s
Fiction' and 'David Malouf, History, and an Ethics of the Body' deal with the subject most
thoroughly,
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image and form, its strongest presence is in First Things Last, where it is
recurrently invoked and problematised, ultimately serving to affirm the
collection's central theme of continuity,

'The Kyogle Line', the last chapter in Malouf s autobiographical collection 12
Edmondstone Street, presents an idea of transcendence recurrent within his
poetry. It is about the first trip 'that would take him over a border': in Brisbane,
his family leaves from 'Kyogle station just a hundred yards from where ,..
[they] lived, on a line that was foreign from the moment you embarked on it,
since it ran only south from the state and had a gauge of four-foot-eight'. The
Queensland lines were 'three-foot-six and started from Roma Street Station on
the other side of the river' (143), Yet in the story, the border witb significance is
an internal one. After the state border is crossed, bis recollection of the 'shyness'
between him and his father becomes acute when, as be is remembering the once
alien status of his Lebanese grandfather, they encounter Japanese prisoners of
war in a separate carriage of the train. The story is about a transcendence of
perspective tbat is as much about rupture as it is about continuity. What is
assumed to be close, it is revealed, is often foreign, and what is otber is already
inside us. The discovery opens up an awareness that cannot locate its end, that
bas a quality of infinity:

Their presence imposed silence. That had been the first reaction. But what it
provoked immediately afterward was some sort of inner argument or dialogue that
was in a language I couldn't catch. It had the rhythm of train wheels over those
foreign four-foot-eight inch rails - a different sound from the one our own trains
made - and it went on even when the train stalled and waited, and long after we
had come to Sydney and the end of our trip. It was, to me, as if I had all the time
been on a different train to the one I had thought. Which would take more than the
sixteen hours the timetable announced and bring me at last to a different,
unnameable destination. (153)

'Unnameable' is an almost terrifying qualification in Malouf s work. Yet, like
tbe 'silence' imposed by the POWs on tbe crowd around tbeir carriage, what
cannot be named - tbe unsayable, the unknowable - exerts a magnetic force in
his writing.

Mystery, tbe presence of an untranslatable otber, loosens tbe boundaries of tbe
self and facilitates its integration into that wider fabric of interconnections
celebrated in Malouf s work. The early poem 'Unholding Here' observes tbis
potential of tbe unknowable:

Unread, the book you asked for
lies open on the sill,
its pages in the sunlight
curling as the wave
curls on its dark, your brown
fingers in half-sleep
involuntary curl;

and waking at your side,
I watch, unholding here,
fingers, pages, waves -
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an evocation of
related absences:
the dream, the poem unread,
the sea's perfected arc. {Poems 1959-89 7)

This study of absence begins on the edge of a window, at the point of meeting
for sunlight and the dark of sleep, inward and outer. What the poet can see - the
'fmgers, pages, waves' in their similar curl - evokes their 'related absences', the
symbols of increasingly transcendent unity. The first absences are gaps in a
sphere, the spaces remaining in the incomplete circle of the curl. The 'related
absences' represent the whole that is beyond the poet's perception. He is outside
the dream that prompted the fmgers' 'involuntary curl', the poem is not yet a
part of his experience, and the 'sea's perfected arc', as opposed to the imperfect
'half of its wave, is the entire sphere of the ocean that we cannot take in from
any one angle. This last evocation qualifies to some extent the preceding two,
suggesting that in Maloufs aesthetic both the poem and the dream are somehow
self-contained.

The poet himself leaves things open. The title of the poem isolates the feeling
of these lines: the moment of free balance that lives between the rise and fall of
the wave, the moment that the page is held in its curl by gravity and the breeze,
are instants of fine balance in which the poet, the poet's gaze, is involved. And it
is the particular quality of this gaze, its detached attentiveness, which gives rise
to the idea of the greater absences that are, as well as being related to the
incomplete spheres of the first stanza, related to each other. This double meaning
of 'related' adds a level of cohesion to the poem and helps to invoke the sense of
wholeness represented by the latter absences. It is a feeling also suggested
structurally. The enjambments of the first stanza - 'wave / curls', the 'pages in
the sunlight / curling', and the fingers that 'in half-sleep / involuntary curl' -join
in the second to become complete in space

the dream, the poem unread,
the sea's perfected arc.

A sense of polarity exists between the two stanzas; at their precarious point of
balance is the poet, watching. Images of transcendence in Maloufs work often
appear alongside a type of looking in which the observer relinquishes control - a
gaze that not only preserves the other, but begins to dissolve the ego itself This
poem about absence - the 'unread', 'unheld' unknown invoked as a unity
radically outside our grasp - positions the poet on the edge of perception and
produces the symbolic resonance of the sphere.

'Stooping to Drink' can be read as a commentary on symbolism, or a re-
imagination of its traditional definition of representing the infinite to become a
commentary on the self:

Smelling the sweet grasses
of distant hills, too steep
to climb, too far to see
in this handfiil of water
scooped from the river dam.
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Touching the sky where like
a single wing my hand
dips through clouds. Tasting
the shadow of basket-willows,
the colour of ferns. {Poems 1959-89 112)

The inaccessible and invisible are contained through reflection in the poet's
'handful of water'. His connection with the reflection is sensuous. Through the
pool, all that is beyond reach becomes immediate: what is 'too far to see' can be
smelled, touched and tasted. The scene expands: 'A Perch, spoon coloured,
climbs / where the moon sank'

and schoolkids on picnics
swing from a rope - head
over sunlit heels like angels
they plunge into the sun
at midday (Poe/n5 1959-89 112)

In a movement reminiscent of the powerful passage in An Imaginary Life in
which Ovid dreams that his self is a pool of water from which the Child is
drinking, the perspective of the poem narrows back to the poet's body: 'Taking
all this in / at the lips, holding it / in the cup of my hand':

Taking all this in
as the water takes it: sky
sunlight, sweet grass flavours
and the long-held breath
of children - a landscape
mirrored, held a moment,
and let go again {Poems 1959-89 112-13)

While in these lines there is, as Tulip suggests of Malouf s use of allegory in
general, a 'personal element of the artist being present, consciously controlling
and directing the comparisons' ('Humane Allegorist' 398), the status of this
presence is challenged. As the pool in An Imaginary Life transforms from the
reflective surface that defines the self to the site of its dissolution, in this poem
the moment 'held' through suggestive parenthesis sees the poet acting as the
water does. The receptiveness of the body, emphasised by the strong position of
'smelling', 'touching', 'tasting', is involved in reflection, the self absorbed into
the natural process. While in this later poem the artist has a more assured
presence than in 'Unholding Here', the effect of this assurance is to facilitate a
more daring transparency: the self is figured as a condition of the landscape,
coming into being through a process of response.

The invocation of communication engenders images of access throughout
Maloufs poetry: avenues, 'where voices / weave through colonnades / of air into
absolute / distance' in 'Inspirations VIIF; in 'A Poor Man's Guide to Southern
Tuscany' the 'lovely wide velvet-lined corridor' of Joan Sutherland's voice is
imagined as 'an absolute avenue' where 'the air that fills our bloodstream brings
with it the first clear certainty of an impending lightness, the possibility of flight'
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{Poems 1959-89 195), It crystallises into an even more direct representation of
transcendence in another allegorical prose poem from First Things Last, 'The
Ladders' (25):

This morning a truck is parked under my window; it is loaded with new ladders.
Three, five, seven metres long, they will be used for olive picking. Oil is the life of
this village, no meal eaten without it; but none of the local wood is tough enough
for ladders. They are cut from chestnut poles, and brought down from the
mountains whose snows next month will hang above us while we pick. Today the
peaks are in cloud, we barely see them; and the olives are still green.

I consider buying one, I would like to set my foot down on the bottom rung and
climb; setting the ladder's foot in the street and climbing slowly hand over hand
into next month's snow. Between here and the mountains there is commerce.

Night comes on. In the shed where the truck is parked, oil-stains run with rainbow
colours. The ladders are horizontal, stacked in rows across the tray, I choose one
and it rises.

High in the grey-green light something is ripening. Like a boy on stilts the ladder
talks with clouds. Its shadow lies like a track across my sleep,

Malouf s characterisation of tbe ladder as an image of franscendence recalls
Tulip's suggestion (in response to 'A Poor Man's Guide') tbat 'Tbe wit tbat
gratuitously places the allegory inside an apparent world of fact is part of the
meaning' (393). Witb a gesture of continuity similar to 'Stooping to Drink', tbe
ladders are brought down from the mountains which, a few lines later, share a
sense of 'commerce' with the village. The idea of dialogue between tbe specific
and tbe inaccessible - tbe ladder 'talking with clouds' - is beigbtened by tbe
image of a rainbow in the oil-stains; the sacred connotations of tbis 'bridge' tben
translate again into the more tangible promise of a track,

Tbis pervasive continuity between the self and tbe transcendental is gathered
witb ideas of tbe body and receptivity in tbe next prose poem in that collection,
'The Switch' (26). It begins 'I am looking for the switch in a darkened room. My
band travels tbe wall, toucbes this place and that of tbe dark surface. Notbing
occurs'. The dark is transfiguring; tbe poet has encountered an unknown of
symbolic depth: 'Everything I toucb, even the things I placed here, are
unfamiliar'. His perspective broadens and be becomes aware that tbe room is
continuous witb tbe natural world:

the forest has grown up around us. Beetles have drilled through the roof to let in
starlight. The floor planks have softened, on their way to being the earth-floor of
the forest .,, I lie down in the dark among the shufflings, the flutterings. One of
these sounds, if I tracked its source, would be my heart. What are the others? I
settle for the dark, I lower myself into it and drift. It enters my ears, passes in and
out of my mouth so I barely notice, touches my skin, touches the secret part of my
surface that is the switch. Suddenly all the tracks that lead to this room are clearly
visible, shining with footsteps. There are fingerprints, also visible, all over the
walls.
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Light does not come into the room by his touching tbe switcb, having found it in
tbe dark, but by tbe dark - a live and animate other - touching the switch tbat
exists in him, the switch that could only bave been discovered through allowing
himself to be searched,

Tbese prose poems dramatise tbe reciprocal relationship between the self and
tbe otber with a strong sense of tbe 'metapbysics' of the physical. Wbat is
illuminated in the end is not the room itself but tbe past of the room; the
footsteps of others tbat bave found tbe same place, the fingerprints that mark
similar journeys. Light, in this room, to borrow from 'Ode: Stravinsky's Grave',
is 'not to be caugbt / by intent'. It is a sense of indirectness celebrated in
'Inspirations III' {Poems 1959-89 154-55) where 'Not listening / was a way of
overbearing' and perspective is made

clear only
in flashes on the heel

of your looking as you look
away

Tbe attitude intuits a 'path' like tbe one in 'Wild Lemons' {Poems 1959-89
169): 'you might call it / a promise, that starting out among blazed trunks / tbe
track would not lead nowhere', rather, 'our bodies were / expected at an
occasion up abead / that would not take place without us'. As in ' 12 Nigbtpieces
V',it

is some intimate transaction
made with the life of things A sudden stranger

glows in familiar space and might have stepped in off
the highway out
of eternity towards us What

his fingers unlock
is the stranger in us here {Poems 1975-76)

Tbe significance of tbe 'moment' throughout Malouf s work is often suggested
in bis poetry by objects: the switch, tbe key. Tbey signify a rupture of
perspective or consciousness, precede an opening of recognition/discovery.
Tbese lines evoke tbe message of 'Tbe Kyogle Line' - tbat the other demands to
be recognised inside tbe self, that we contain tbe past and tbe future witbin tbe
limits of our skin. 'Our furtber selves are contained witbin us, as tbe leaves and
the blossoms are in tbe tree', Malouf s Ovid explains (64), and 'Ode One'
recalls.

Fabulous! All our natural history told
in spells, in brilliant transformation scenes,
as fmger, choosing secession, walks away
as stag, a lung flares up as laurel bush,
an eye winks and is bird {First Things Last 41-42)

Ovid's 'theory' of 'self-willed transformation' (Indyk 27), is 'staged',
appropriately in tbis poem in praise of opera, witb a sense of spontaneity and
spectacle.
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The idea of the other as a latent, undiscovered part of the physical self adds an
important dimension to Maloufs pervasive awareness of the body. As the
speaker of 'A Gathering' says: 'Simple transcendence is in fingers, / in shoulder-
blades like wings' {Neighbours 59-60). 'Ode One' elaborates on this idea of the
body as an area of transformation, epiphany and unexpected communication:

Though the body's ear
is deaf to it, some other part, the tongue,
a hair, is tuned to catch (tiny receiver
of another harmony) its messages:
the text of tomorrow's accident, the face
of one who steps from the traffic to become,
transfigured as in dreams, the one, the One.
It is all there in the music our bodies are
the score of, and will take place there. {First Things Last 42)

Here, 'human speech' has a life other than words and the listening body - at
once privileged over the mind, and figured with the latency of a 'score' - is most
comfortable with the language of music. 'Change is the dress / we wear before
the gods', the poem concludes, 'How else should they / perceive us as we are?
who look smilingly / on fingernail and city, rose, hawk, eyelid - opera'.

Opera, in this poem and in the following 'A Poor Man's Guide', provides a
model of transcendental communication that is dramatised in his libretti,
particularly in Voss and Jane Eyre, which are based on dramatic moments of
'calling' across impossible distances. 'Music', Malouf says, 'makes its own
space; voices meet and join there whatever the real distance between them'
{Jane Eyre ix). According to Carolyn Abbate, opera itself is a 'paradoxical
amalgam' of 'metaphysical flight and the fall to earth' - its limits defined by the
quest to 'represent music that, by the very terms of the fictions proposing it,
remains beyond expression' and its 'intensely material' existence of 'breathing,
singing and staging' (vii). This climate of paradox is suggested in Maloufs 'An
Die Musik', a poem that, as well as alluding to Schubert's song of the same
name, echoes Rilke's version of the ode. Rilke addresses music: 'You heart-
space / outgrown us. Our inmost / that, climbing out of us, bursts free, - ' .
Malouf begins:

We might have known it always: music
is the landscape we move through in our dreams, and in the

Garden
it was music we shared with the beasts. Even plants
unbend, are enchanted. A voice wading
adagio through air, high, clear, wordless, opens perspectives
in the deepest silence; clovers
hum; the jungle's layered
sound-mix seeks horizons, arranges itself in avenues. {Poems 1959-89 197)

After the characteristically ambiguous opening, where 'it' is referring to both
music and our relationship with it, the poem 'opens perspectives' by stretching
the reader between extreme opposites, between the affirmation of music's
transcendental power and the most exact reality. The reader is given a list of
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specifics: the most precise musical terms ('angel syllables / ... flutter /
prestissimi on strings in hemidemisemiquavers), individual works, the peculiar
and very particular combination of Bruckner and the zucchini:

Imagine as Ein Heldenleben blooms
in a paddock, the slow inner lives of pumpkins, big stones
cracking, a moon washed field
astir like a symphony as Bruckner coaxes the zucchini.
The green things of the earth
discover a fifth season to push through to, all
grace notes, as their vegetable souls
aspire to 'the condition'. A new species
taps at the boundaries. Beethoven's Tenth is what it breathes.
(Poems 1959-89 198)

While, for Rilke, music is 'the force that transforms the visible into the invisible'
(Kovach 217), in Maloufs work it is more often the translation of the invisible
to the tangible and specific that is the most rewarding job of poetry, and music.

Stephen Benson, in his reading of this poem, predicts that the reader might be
disappointed at the apparent reduction of the abstract 'condition' of music,
which Pater famously states is the goal of all the arts, to these concrete terms (6).
But looking at the poem in the context of Malouf s consistent voice reveals that
developing tension between the most fantastic imagery and precise reality is the
purpose of the poem. Malouf often telescopes perspective to extremes - from
'cell' to 'universe' in the 'The Crab Feast' or 'fingernail' to 'city' in 'Ode One'
- and it is a technique that tends to engender inclusiveness and the disorientation
necessary to wonder. The imagery in 'An die Musik' is continually regenerative
- excessively so. The new species breathes the impossible air of 'Beethoven's
Tenth' and a 'fifth season' to which it has 'pushed through' in a process of
bursting and rupture. That this is ultimately a rupture of cycle is emphasised by a
hint of circular imagery: the 'moon-washed field', the 'blooming' pumpkin and
'big stones cracking' anticipate the overflowing into transcendence.

The circle cannot be spoken about without conjuring a vast history. From
mysticism to Plato to Yeats, the closed circle has been understood to symbolise
that the split - of the self, between the self and the other, between the self and
the world - has healed (Lawler 176). In one sense, the history of the circle offers
another way of understanding Maloufs preoccupations with edges and outlines
- images that stem eventually, as Leer suggests, from the island continent (4).
This outline translates in one case, he explains, to the 'rim' represented in the
comic image of Johnno who, with his perfect eyesight, poses for a photo wearing
a pair of glasses with no lenses: 'It is no coincidence'. Leer says, 'that those
spectacles with nothing in the frames are mirrored in the map of Australia,
whose only feature is a frame, a limit, an outline, an edge' (10). What Leer sees
as intensifying the 'split' - the dividing, empty outline in Maloufs first novel -
is the same image that, in the conclusion of Remembering Babylon, radiates the
transcendental unity of the closed circle: 'the light, running in fast now, reaches
the edges of the shore, just so far in its order, and all the muddy margin of the
bay is alive, and in a line of running fire all the outline of the vast continent
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appears, in touch now with its other life' (200). In 'Elegy: The Absences',
dedicated to his late father, Malouf begins witb empty outlines 'breaking
tbrougb' in a similar way to tbe substantial sphere:

Tree crickets tap tap tap. They are tunnelling
their way out of the dark; when they break through,
their dry husks will be planets. Little sheep-hells
clink. The sheep are finding their way down
through clouds, and fence by fence into the distance
dogs bark, clearing ditches, marking farms.
Much that is living here goes into the mouth
of night or issues from it, {Poems 1959-89 172-73)

Here, tbe elegy's pursuit of bealing and comfort significantly involves circular
imagery. Tbe closed circle communicates the instinctive desire to traverse tbe
gap, supplant the loss. 'Dry busks' expand and fill to be 'planets' and when
perspective narrows again from 'You balloon above me, a big cloud burning /
witb breatb' to tbe microcosm of tbe egg, it does so with tbe weigbt of these
otber circles. The stanza narrows to the density of a 'life':

I'm safe, I'm held. As when you found a greenie's
thin-shelled, sky-pale egg and brought it to me. Look,
you said. I looked. In the round nest of your hand
a landscape, water, stories, even my own
small life {Poems 1959-89 173)

Tbis sense of structuring absence is explored witb strange and brilliant
precision in 'Ode: Stravinsky's Grave', the concluding poem of First Things
Last {Poems 1959-89 199-201). The poem develops this idea of the presence, tbe
weight and solidity of absence. Througb a process of rupture and disorientation
Malouf asks the reader to intuit a larger unity:

Transposing our bodies
in grey light to the island
graveyard, we
were aware (as many

who make this water journey
are not) that intervals
of stillness and silence
are music between times

solid enough,
among mist and the marsh bird's
calling, to sustain
a man's weight, a cathedral's

centuries of shifting
from the right knee to the left, {Poems 1959-89 199)

Throughout this 'water journey', sounding from tbe space between two islands,
tbe reader is continually presented with alternatives and double meanings: 'we
were aware', but others 'are not'; 'intervals' (at once a break and tbe space
between two notes) 'of stillness and silence' are tbemselves 'music' rather than
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emptiness. Music subsumes silence, distance and absence into tbe fabric of its
existence. It makes silence and absence 'sound', illuminates tbem as necessary.
As Jankelevitcb says in Music and the Ineffable:

Just as architecture is the artifice that fills space with formal volumes, cubes and
towers, just as painting populates a monochromatic surface with colour - that is,
with the positive polarity, the diversity inherent in multicoloured splashes - so
music and poetry animate time, superficially, by means of rhythm as well as
mellifluous noise. Music stands out from silence and has need of silence the same
way that life has need of death, (132)

Maloufs poem suggests, in its 'odd conjunctions', a pervasive sense of
continuity tbat simultaneously illuminates the limits of buman perception and
tbe superficiality, or conditioned nature, of tbese limits. Music, in tbe next
stanza, follows on from its role as the structuring 'silence between times'
(meaning botb 'time' and 'era') to be tbe interpreter of a transcendent, the
'wbiteness' tbat defies our comprebension:

Our senses
cannot support
such whiteness as the dome
of heaven breathes into
existence. Music gives it
colour and key,
it flows and is blue
if the day is, black,
or at night a piano roll
punched witli light and tumbling
sonatas, {Poems 1959-89 199-200)

The syntax of tbe poem is as communicative as its observations, Pbrases such as
'it fiows and is blue / if tbe day is, black,' act, along with tbe frequent puns, to
disrupt the fiow of time. Meaning does not follow the words; it is not linear,
does not progress in tbe same direction as our reading. To understand wbat
'black' is referring to tbe reader must look bebind it; eacb word may be a point
of pivot. Suggestive of the shifting time signatures of Stravinsky's early work, it
is a subtle tecbnique, and becomes the speaker's dominant mode of expression.

In a related way, the image of the piano roll is one of tbe defining metaphors
of the poem. Tbe 'whiteness' that is bebind the almost superficial black of night
is significantly 'punched' like tbe ruptured flow of time, suggesting an
underlying process tbat structures the speaker's fragmented observations. It is an
intricate poem; among the many meanings it might have, its (ironic) affirmation
of continuity is insistent. Tbis tension between rupture and continuity, the
temporal and tbe eternal is embodied in one of the speaker's concluding
tboughts as breatb; a central motif in Malouf. The poet, returning from the
island, is thinking of 'bow

we put out crumbs to catch
birds and such scraps
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of sky as are filled with
a singing; and what like Love

is not to be caught
by intent, the longer breath
of late works. (Poems 1959-89 201)

The context of this 'lotiger breath' brings to mind what Rilke attributes to the
'Gong': 'duration pressed from time passing'. The poem's dialogue between the
temporal and eternal, Maloufs concern with 'the striking of a balance between
continuity and change' (Tipping 44), is approached from a very different angle
in the preceding poem. As can be deduced by now, Malouf suggests that there
was a musical model for these last poems in First Things Last - 'something like
those very very long rhythmic units, those very long breaths of Schubert sonatas'
(Davidson 292); 'Ode' (53) has the inscription 'Schubert, Sonata in B flat major,
D.960(op. posth.)'.

The most immediately aural quality that this poem inherits from Schubert's
last piano sonata is its constant sense of movement - the sense of cohesion and
continuity that is generated, particularly in the first movement, by repetitive
quaver movement in the left hand. In an expression of continuity that confrasts
with the modernist anxiety of 'Stravinsky's Grave', the poem's structure is
based on the circularity of sonata form, and its tone adopts an expansiveness that
forms a more literal response to those 'very long breaths'. The 'statues' of'Ode
One' reappear as 'the reluctant / stone that was these hills discovers the limbs /
of tall gods locked within' and, along with the opening motifs: 'the clear gift'
that 'shines through all its wrappings' and the 'river, shifting / underground', are
recalled and resolved as the last stanza witnesses a recapitulation. Like the
syntactical play around 'point' below, and the allusion to the circle of fifths (the
sequence of 'keys' that make up the harmonic order) continuity in the poem is
often figured and embodied as cycle:

No longer to be
singular, absorbed in a solemn cloud
of knowing too much to enter the charmed circle
of things, that is the key. Take heart, we say.
Take heart, take all, and make of it what you will.
It will always be the same flood pounding
through you, the same arc that bends beyond
the imaginably familiar. That is how
it is with us. These topiary beasts are figures
in a strict geometry; new leaves enter
the scene, start for a point of clipped perfection
they'll never reach, who belong always to nature
and fall. But green returns, that is the point.
These fallings are a part of it; a clue of gold
unravels through these aimless days of autumn, {First Things Last 54-55)

The poem's developing themes culminate: 'On slopes among hedge and cypress
the sentinel / statues lift their brows into cloud country. / We could live for ever
here. We could live forever'.
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This poem also relies on a sense of underlying cohesion to structure its images
and intelligibility; although lyrical, it has a dramatic aspect. It is perhaps the
adoption of Schubert's voice and the context of Romanticism that allow this
acknowledgement of an 'eternal present' to resonate convincingly. Through both
image and form, the concept of cycle represents a reconciliation of the processes
of change that are necessary to life, the animating principle for which the statues
'pine' earlier in the poem, and the eternity of their 'stillness and perfection'.
According to Lawler the circle symbolises franscendence because 'it is both
static and ecstatic, the immutable and the pure actuality, the being that is
anchored in unity and reaching out to embrace multiplicity' (241). The balance
reached at the end of the poem is where transcendence can occur, where the
poem's momentum is stayed and the statues can 'raise their brows into cloud
country'. Subtly, the conclusion of this 'Ode' is brought into focus by the
following poem, 'Sfravinsky's Grave', and the challenges it presents for this
celebration of life's continuity.

According to Faulconer, if 'thinking' franscendence can only be approached
through the hermeneutical circle, 'it will be a broken hermeneutics, a
hermeneutics that operates in the fraces of rupture and subversion' (9). The
invocation of the circle in Maloufs poetry as a symbol of transcendence
combines with his critique of symbolism and the self to refigure its connotations
and relevance. The 'key' to this wider perspective, Maloufs second 'Ode'
suggests, is 'No longer to be / singular'. Representations of franscendence in
Maloufs later poetry speak of a rupturing of perspective that allows the
'continuity of things' to be realised with startling immediacy and animate, to
recall Levinas, the sense of the metaphysical that lives within the irreducible
distance between the self and the other.

A great advocate of 'here', in the widest sense, Malouf continually invites
discourse, even - or perhaps especially - around complicated and nebulous
concepts such as franscendence. While the difficulty of his poems often arises
from their commitment to precision among abstract and metaphysical demands,
it is a tension that provides a space for his critical engagement with the word.
Transcendence in Maloufs writing is acknowledged as a necessary condition of
the present and our body as, for Levinas, 'the metaphysical is not a realm on its
own, hovering above reality somehow', but rather, the 'relation to the other is
the depth dimension and the spirit that blows through ontology' (de Boer 102).
Images of franscendence are crystallisations of an ethics in which the self and
the other are variously and inexfricably bound; his habitual 'we' in the poetry
attests to his attitude that the self exists only in continuity, in community.
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